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OSTRICH: Versioned Random-Access Triple Store
ABSTRACT
e Linked Open Data cloud is evergrowing and many datasets are
frequently being updated. In order to fully exploit the potential of
the information that is available in and over historical dataset ver‐
sions, such as discovering evolution of taxonomies or diseases in
biomedical datasets, we need to be able to store and query the dif‐
ferent versions of Linked Datasets eﬃciently. In this demonstra‐
tion, we introduce OSTRICH, which is an eﬃcient triple store with
supported for versioned query evaluation. We demonstrate the ca‐
pabilities of OSTRICH using a Web-based graphical user interface
in which a store can be opened or created. Using this interface, the
user is able to query in, between, and over diﬀerent versions, in‐
gest new versions, and retrieve summarizing statistics.
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1    INTRODUCTION
Many of the Linked Datasets  [1] that are available on the Web
change over time [2]. Many of these dataset publishers host sepa‐
rate snapshots of each of these versions, which can introduce stor‐
age overhead due to redundancies between them. Furthermore,
separate snapshots can make it harder to execute queries for per‐
forming historical analyses.
RDF [3] provides a framework for representing Linked Data. Over
the last couple of years, RDF archiving has been an active area of
research [4][5][6][7][8]. Fernández et al. deﬁne an RDF archive [9]
as a set of version-annotated triples, where a version-annotated
triple is an RDF triple that is annotated with a label representing
the version in which this triple holds. ree strategies [10] were
identiﬁed on how RDF archives can be stored:
1. e Independent Copies (IC) approach creates separate in‐
stantiations of datasets for each change or set of changes.
2. e Change-Based (CB) approach instead only stores change
sets between versions.
3. e Timestamp-Based (TB) approach stores the temporal va‐
lidity of facts.
Additionally, several query types were introduced [9] to cover the
retrieval demands in RDF archives, which are referred to as query
atoms. In this work, we consider the following query atoms:
1. Version materialization (VM) retrieves data using queries tar‐
geted at a single version. Example: Which books were present in
the library yesterday?
2. Delta materialization (DM) retrieves query result change sets
between two versions. Example: Which books were returned or
taken from the library between yesterday and now?
3. Version query (VQ) annotates query results with the versions
in which they are valid. Example: At what times was book X
present in the library?
Each of these storage strategies have their advantages and disad‐
vantages in combination with certain query atoms. For instance, IC
works well in combination with VM queries because it stores each
version separately, so it can query each version separately as well.
However, IC is less eﬃcient for DM queries because it requires the
diﬀerences between two dataset versions for the given query to be
generated on-the-ﬂy. Hybrid storage strategies, such as applied by
TailR [11], can however provide diﬀerent trade-oﬀs between these
strategies.
In this work, we describe and demonstrate OSTRICH, which is a
hybrid IC-CB-TB storage technique, that oﬀers eﬃcient VM, DM
and VQ triple paern query support. is system is further dis‐
cussed in Section 2, together with a preliminary evaluation in Sec‐
tion 3. Aer that, we give an overview of a demonstration of OS‐
TRICH using a Web-based graphical user interface in Section  4.
Finally, we discuss our conclusions and opportunities for future
work in Section 5.
2    OVERVIEW OF THE OSTRICH SYSTEM
In this section, we give a brief overview of OSTRICH, the system
on which this demonstration is built.
OSTRICH uses a versioned triple store format that allows VM, DM
and VQ triple paern queries to be resolved eﬃciently. Further‐
more, these queries return a triple stream—triples can be con‐
sumed as they arrive, which supports eﬃcient oﬀsets. As certain
systems, such as SPARQL query engines, typically optimize triple
paern join orders using estimated triple counts, OSTRICH pro‐
vides eﬃcient count estimation for VM, DM and VQ queries. Triple
paern queries, together with count estimation, form the basis for
more sophisticated RDF/SPARQL query engines, such as the client-
side Triple Paern Fragments engine [12].
Internally, OSTRICH stores a versioned dataset in a hybrid IC-CB-
TB way, using multiple indexes for supporting the diﬀerent query
types. e initial version of a dataset is stored as a fully material‐
ized and immutable snapshot. is snapshot is stored as an
HDT [13] ﬁle, which is a highly compressed, binary RDF represen‐
tation. HDT also provides indexes that enable the eﬃcient execu‐
tion of triple paern queries and count estimation. All other ver‐
sions are changesets, i.e., lists of triples that need to be removed
and lists of triples that need to be added. Changesets are stored in
a custom indexing structure. ese changesets are relative to the
initial version, but merged in a timestamp-based manner to reduce
redundancies between each version.
OSTRICH is implemented in C++, and is available as open source
on GitHub (hps://github.com/rdfostrich/ostrich). Additionally,
JavaScript bindings for Node.js have been implemented and are
available on NPM (hps://www.npmjs.com/package/ostrich-bind‐
ings). ese JavaScript bindings however lead to slightly slower
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queries compared to the native C++ API. e C++ and JavaScript
APIs allow OSTRICH stores to be queried using VM, DM and VQ
triple paern queries with a certain limit and oﬀset. Additionally,
their count estimates can be retrieved. Finally, new dataset ver‐
sions can be ingested as changesets.
3    PRELIMINARY EVALUATION
For our preliminary evaluation, we have used the highly volatile
BEAR-B-hourly dataset from the BEAR benchmark [9], which con‐
sists of the 100 most volatile resources from DBpedia Live  [14].
is dataset contains 48.000 unique triples over 1.299 versions, and
requires 8,314.86 MB when stored as N-Triples in changesets
(466.35 MB gzipped). Fig. 1 shows the growth of an OSTRICH store
aer the ingestion of each consecutive version of this dataset. Us‐
ing OSTRICH, this dataset requires only 450.59 MB to be stored, or
187.46 MB without the optimizing indexes. Compared to other sys‐
tems in the BEAR benchmark, this is on average only 5,2% of IC
strategies, 4,8% of TB strategies, but 514% of CB stategies. Further‐
more, a less volatile dataset with an average of 17M triples over 10
versions requires 4.48 GB of storage with OSTRICH, and 3.03 GB if
only the essential querying indexes are enabled. With OSTRICH,
this dataset takes on average 35% of IC strategies, 10% of TB strate‐
gies, and 66% of CB stategies. For the tested datasets, OSTRICH re‐
quires signiﬁcantly less storage space than IC and TB strategies.
For datasets with a low volatility, OSTRICH requires less storage
space than CB strategies. For highly volatile datasets, it requires
more storage space, which is because OSTRICH enables more eﬃ‐
cient version materialization than these CB strategies, and this
comes at the cost of more required storage.
Fig. 2, 3 and 4 show the average query evaluation times for VM,
DM and VQ triple paern queries on this BEAR-B-hourly dataset.
In these ﬁgures, the evaluation times of OSTRICH are compared
with versioning systems implemented based on HDT  [13] and
Jena [15], as provided by the BEAR benchmark. At the cost of in‐
gestion times that are 1,38 to 125 times higher than in alternative
solutions, OSTRICH is able to signiﬁcantly reduce query times for
VM, DM and VQ triple paern queries. Results have shown that
the average query times range between 0.1 and 1 milliseconds,
which is lower than most alternative solutions. Only for VM
queries on individual HDT copies, OSTRICH is slightly slower.
is is because these HDT ﬁle are optimized for querying within
each speciﬁc version, while OSTRICH chooses a diﬀerent trade-oﬀ:
storage space is signiﬁcantly reduced and this makes VM queries
only slightly slower compared to individual HDT copies. Addition‐
ally, this also makes DM and VQ queries within OSTRICH faster
than with individual HDT copies, which makes OSTRICH a gener‐
al-purpose versioned querying solution.
4    DEMONSTRATION OVERVIEW
e goal of this demonstration is to show the capabilities of OS‐
TRICH. is is done using a Web application (OSTRICH Admin) in
which an OSTRICH store can be created, viewed, and updated.
When starting the application, the path to a—possibly empty—OS‐
TRICH store must be provided. is application has several fea‐
tures, including the ability to perform VM, DM and VQ queries,
ingest new versions, and retrieve statistics about the store. ese
features will be elaborated on in the next sections. Finally, we in‐
troduce two example datasets to discover the interface.
OSTRICH Admin is implemented as a Node.js Web application us‐
ing the Express framework (hps://expressjs.com/). is was done
using the OSTRICH JavaScript bindings for Node.js. is applica‐
tion is available on GitHub (hps://github.com/rdfostrich/ostrich-
admin) under an open license. A screencast demonstrating the us‐
age of this application can be found on Vimeo
(hps://vimeo.com/246792247).
p g
Fig. 1: Cumulative OSTRICH store sizes for each consecutive
BEAR-B-hourly version in GB for an increasing number of
versions.
Fig.  2: Median BEAR-B-hourly VM query results for all
triple patterns for all versions.
Fig.  3: Median BEAR-B-hourly DM query results for all
triple patterns from version 0 to all other versions.
Fig. 4: Median BEAR-B-hourly VQ query results for all triple
patterns.
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4.1   ery
OSTRICH Admin supports visual VM, DM and VQ triple paern
queries. ese are usable by respectively following the Version
Materialization, Delta Materialization or Version ery links as
can be seen in Fig. 5. ese pages show a form that corresponds to
the OSTRICH API for these query types.
For instance, Fig. 5 shows the form for DM queries. e subject,
predicate and object ﬁelds are used to provide URIs, literals or
variables for the triple paern query. A start and end version can
be selected, which will deﬁne the versions over which the delta
will be retrieved. Additionally, oﬀset and limit values can be ap‐
plied to the triple results.
Below the form, the triples matching the deﬁned query are shown.
In the case of DM queries, triples are annotated with a “+” or “-”,
which indicates if they are respectively an addition or deletion
with respect to the given changeset. Furthermore, the number of
results on this page is shown, together with the total count of this
query, independent of the limit and oﬀset. is total count can ei‐
ther be an exact value, or an estimate if calculating the exact value
would take too much time. Finally, the triple paern query execu‐
tion time is shown.
Similar pages exist for VM and VQ queries. For VM queries, the
form does not have a version range, but only a single version ﬁeld.
For VQ queries, the form has no version ﬁelds, but results are an‐
notated with version ranges.
4.2   Ingest
As ingesting new versions is an important feature in archiving so‐
lutions, OSTRICH Admin allows changeset-based version inges‐
tion as can be seen in Fig. 6.
is form has a textbox for additions and deletions. is corre‐
sponds to the way the OSTRICH API accepts version ingestion,
which is done using a stream containing additions and deletions.
ese textboxes accept triples in the Turtle serialization.
When ingestion is successful, the number of inserted triples will be
displayed, together with the time it took to insert them.
4.3   Statistics
Finally, OSTRICH Admin allows basic statistics about the current
OSTRICH store to be displayed as shown in Fig. 7. ese statistics
can be used for gaining a basic understanding of the dataset size
and its growth rate.
On the top of this page—and all other pages as well—the path to
the currently opened store is shown. Next to that, the total number
of versions in this store is displayed. Finally, the total number of
unique triples in this store, and the total size of this store is shown.
Additionally, this page shows a graph containing the number of
triples in each version of the dataset. is graph is interactive, and
allows the user to hover over each version bar to show the exact
number of triples in the selected version.
4.4   Example Datasets
For our demonstration, we provide two example datasets that can
be used to load into OSTRICH admin. All of these examples are
publicly available (hps://linkedsowaredependencies.org/raw/os‐
trich/datasets/).
Fig. 5: Delta Materialization interface for querying the dif‐
ferences between two versions by triple pattern with a cer‐
tain oﬀset and limit. e page shows all matching triples an‐
notated with either the addition (+) or deletion symbol (–).
Additionally, the total number of results and the query du‐
ration time is shown.
Fig.  6: Ingesting a new version is done using a changeset
form for additions and deletions. e form accepts triples in
turtle format, and will give user feedback in case invalid
triples were provided.
Fig. 7: e stats page shows an overview of the number of
triples in each version. e user can hover over the version
bars to see the exact number of triples in the top-le side of
the graph.
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4.4.1   Library
e ﬁrst dataset is a very small synthetic dataset about the avail‐
ability of books in a library. e goal of this dataset is to explain
the concept of changesets using books that are only available at
speciﬁc moments in the library. In order to make it easily under‐
standable, this dataset has only four versions, and 11 books that
are available in speciﬁc versions of the dataset.
4.4.2   DBpedia Live
A larger real-world dataset based on DBpedia Live  [14] contains
more than 48K unique triples over 89 versions. is dataset has
been derived from the BEAR RDF archiving benchmark [9]. It con‐
tains the 100 most volatile resources from DB pedia Live over the
course of three months with an hourly granularity.
5    CONCLUSIONS
RDF archiving has been an active area of research over the last
couple of years. OSTRICH is storage and querying system for RDF
archives that supports various kinds of versioned queries. With
OSTRICH, versioned datasets can be stored eﬃciently, while at the
same time enabling eﬃcient support for versioned queries. When
OSTRICH is combined with techniques such as Triple Paern
Fragments, versioned Linked Datasets can be published at a low
cost, and complex SPARQL queries can be evaluated in, between,
and over the diﬀerent versions. is lower the barrier towards his‐
torical analysis over datasets that evolve over time, such as bio‐
medical patient information or certain taxonomies.
In the future, we will continue improving the performance of OS‐
TRICH, and do an extensive performance evaluation. OSTRICH
Admin will be kept up-to-date with the functionality of OSTRICH,
so that OSTRICH datasets can be discovered and managed at a
high-level using this Web application, without having to use the
programmatic API for this.
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